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November 1, 2023

Dear Friends of Second Church, 

With Halloween behind us, we are in the season of Thanksgiving, which I love
thoroughly and also find tremendously challenging. 

I take it more personally than other seasons — in many years, it asks more of me. 

Each season asks something of us, of course.

To me, holidays are less a commemoration of something that happened (though they
are also that). On a deeper level, they are expressions of a certain kind of mood —
they are occasions that ask us to feel a particular way. That is a large part of what
gives them their place in our lives. 

If I’m right, then the proposed mood of Thanksgiving is headlined right in its name:
thankful. 

And some years, this does not come so easily to me. For one reason or another, I start
out gratitudinally-challenged. 

I’ve written before about our family’s felt “Thanksgiving” tree, with its little pockets
for each day in November, into which you’re supposed to put a slip of paper with
something for which you are thankful. 

Liz has no trouble doing this. The girls have never had trouble doing this. 

It asks a bit more of me. 

Because once you get beyond “my family” (November 1st), “the church” (November
2nd), “walking the dogs” (November 3rd)…I mean…what’s left? Writing “pizza” or
“Taco Bell” seems wrong. 

Besides, if I’m living the right way, shouldn’t there be a whole lot of new stuff each
year? I consider myself a pretty happy person, overall — so why is it so hard to
remember any of that when I sit down each evening in November to write up some of
specific details? 

Then there are the years when I’m carrying more than usual, and pressing myself on
thankfulness feels like an exercise in pretending I’m more cheery than I actually
feel. Wouldn’t I love to have a longer list than I do? 

So as this season begins, let us be gentle with ourselves and all the feelings that we’re
carrying. Blessings on those with much to name. Blessings on those who struggle to
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name much. 

There is a lot of joy in thankfulness, so much that its seeming lightness may belie how
hard won (and hard to keep) it may well be for any of us. 

It may take a while for us to get to gratitude, or back to it, or even in its vicinity. 

But our faith reminds us that there are always sources of goodness and hope at work
in the world, signals which one theologian has described as sparks “of that hidden
fire that will sooner or later consume the old and create the new,” and which we
should greet as signs of our future home. 

Whatever is on our hearts as we enter the season of thankfulness, may we find
ourselves warmed by the promise of the new and strengthened by whatever sparks of
that hidden fire we have been graced to encounter. 

See you in church,
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Email Alexander with any
questions

Click here to register for
Children's Chapel

Sunday, November 5 will be a "Service Sunday" in Children’s Chapel.
We will be hosting “Candy for the Troops” and creating goody boxes and bags to send

to Soldiers' Angels and nurses at Norwalk Hospital.

Children encouraged bring any extra candy to donate on Sunday as part
of the service project.

Click here to learn more about Soldiers'
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Angels

Upcoming events for youth...

Email Khaleigh for more
information
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Mark your calendars...

Click here to Register for
VBS
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Email Jenny for more information about Tai-
Chi

Email Leah to save your spot!
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Email Jenny for more
information

Everyone had a GREAT time at the
Halloween Haunt!
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